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12:00-12:10:   Introduction and Objectives ***with a focus on narrative writing 
● Novice & Apprentice: 

○ What are the parts of a writing workshop (minilesson, independent 
writing, share)? 

○ What are the parts of a writing minilesson (connection, teaching, 
active engagement and link)? 

○ How do we consider the “what, why, how and who” of lesson 
design and “most-some-one” for planning? 

● Practitioner & Expert: 
○ How do the parts of a writing workshop (minilesson, independent 

writing, share) nurture self-directedness? 
○ How can we engage learners differently throughout the parts of a 

writing minilesson (connection, teaching, active engagement and 
link)? 

○ How do we consider the “what, why, how and who” of lesson 
design and “most-some-one” for planning? 

12:10-12:45:  Co-Planning Writing Minilesson for Labsite #1 (Erin Kleinhans) 
12:45-1:10:    Minilesson Demonstration for Labsite #1 (Erin Kleinhans) 
1:10-1:30:  Debrief Labsite #1 (Erin Kleinhans) 
1:30-2:15:  Co-Planning Writing Minilesson for Labsite #2 (Stephanie Hughes) 
2:15-2:40:    Minilesson Demonstration for Labsite #2 (Stephanie Hughes) 
2:40-3:00:  Debrief Labsite #2 (Stephanie Hughes) 
 
Great blogs/links to support teaching writing: 

● Write Guy - Jeff Anderson (huge support for editing within context) 
● Two Writing Teachers 

○ The Power of Language Revisited 
1. Assigning or inviting?  
2. Acknowledging what writers are doing– or NOT doing?  
3. 3. Are we employing growth mindset language imbued with invented 

optimism? 
4. Do we believe language actually matters? 
➢ Stacey Shubitz wrote a great post on the power of language back in 2013.  

In that post she suggests that it takes courage to change the way we speak 
with students.  And for some of us, changing our language can feel like a 
relinquishing of control.  But consider that by giving up some control, we 
make space for something else.  Oftentimes, language shifts begin with a 
shift in our beliefs about what is possible and what students are capable of 
as writers.  As the old adage goes, “People may not remember what you 
taught, but they will definitely remember how you made them feel.”  I would 
argue that language is the primary vehicle within that affective domain. 

 
Thoughts about the writing process(es): 

● Using a different color paper for drafting 
○ Only write on the front of pages 
○ Skip lines 

● How can we use graphic organizers to support writers without over-scaffolding? 
● List-jot-write long strategy 

https://www.writeguy.net/
https://twowritingteachers.org/
https://twowritingteachers.org/2017/10/19/power-of-language-revisited/
https://twowritingteachers.org/2013/05/31/reinforcing-language/
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● Children will have multiple ideas they are developing in 3 and beyond in K-2 they 
have multiple drafts 

 
 

● Collecting - many ideas tied to mode and genre of writing 
● Choosing - select one or two idea(s) to develop tied to mode and genre of writing 
● Developing - developing chosen idea(s) tied to 

topics/moments/people/events/places using a variety of forms/structures (Text 
Forms and Features) to convey meaning and gathering details/research to show 
multiple viewpoints/data 

○ E.g. Communities deal with devastation in a variety of ways after a natural    
                   disaster (informational) 

■ Research how aid was provided based on location/type of natural 
disasters 

■ Conduct/develop interviews, letters of thanks, advertisements, 
cartoons with captions 

○ E.g. Being brave helps you grow as a person (narrative) 
■ Develop timelines of events where you had to be brave, starting 

and ending at different points 
■ Develop comic strips with captions to explore internal & external 

dialogue 
■ Develop letters of thanks/support, songs, poems about feelings tied 

to events 
○ E.g. Women are trailblazers for each other 

■ Develop accomplishments and timelines of various women who 
accomplished goals that were new for the gender 

■ Develop letters of thanks to various female leaders 
■ Develop comic strips with captions to  explore internal & external 

dialogue 
■ Research statistics and background of women that serve as 

trailblazers for others within the fields of government, exploration, 
science, education etc. 

■ Develop micro-stories and interviews with/about female trailblazers 
● Reread developed work and then drafting is FAST and leave space/note where 

information will be added during revision (children could speak their drafts into 
chrome books/ipads) 

● Reread developed work and revise draft 
○ Revision Toolbox… 

● Typing Club 
 
 

https://www.amazon.com/Text-Forms-Features-Resource-Intentional/dp/1572744561
https://www.amazon.com/Text-Forms-Features-Resource-Intentional/dp/1572744561
https://www.amazon.com/Revision-Toolbox-Teaching-Techniques-That/dp/0325004609
https://www.typingclub.com/
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Minilessons (10-15) - supporting writers as decision makers...writers should always 
have their notebooks/chrome book/drafting pad/drafting folder 

● Connection (1-2 minutes) 
● Teaching (2-3 minutes) 

○ What (process/skill), How (strategy - 3 simple steps), Why (reason) - 
demonstration (REVISITING shared writing/mentor texts from immersion) 

● Active engagement ( ⅚ m inutes) 
○ Make a plan 

■ How COULD you try on this minilesson as a writer today (oral 
rehearsal)? 

■ What do you plan to commit to as a writer today based on where 
you left off yesterday? 

● Link (1-2 minutes) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Debrief of writing minilessons 
Community Writing 

● Planning → use student writing to inform what kids are “using but confusing” that you can 

coach into as well as what is “absent” that you need to immerse them in...getting on their 

radar through planting seeds and getting them to try the concepts 
 

● Shared Writing Sessions (OUTSIDE OF WORKSHOP): 
➢ Should be based on a communal experience so that children are engaged in the 

learning 
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➢ You can revisit and use the shared writing you create with the class in upcoming 
mini-lessons 

➢ Take no more than 10 minutes max 
○ Live a shared experience 
○ Have the kids turn and talk about what they remember (oral rehearsal) 
○ Use the graphic organizer/note-taking strategy that kids will use under the 

document camera and build the writing together  
■ Teacher is doing the writing/drawing/typing 
■ Kids are building the message/text 

○ Explicitly teaching to what is coming up in minilessons 
○ Implicitly consider: 

■ Language as synonyms 
■ Genres, structures of writing 

 
● Interactive read aloud to support children making meaning of texts (with “readers’ 

eyes/minds first) and second, providing immersion for revisiting these texts as mentors 
(with writers’ eyes/minds) during writing workshop. 

 
● Glows/Grows: 

○ Writers as decision makers and being self-directed 
○ Plant seeds with language and have kids repeat back 
○ Using a shared class notebook to expose/model what is coming up in writing 

workshop lessons 
○ Setting a tone for writing being serious business that is hard work and we are 

here to support each other 
○ Validating and show that writers organize their thinking in all different ways (e.g. 

use the document camera) 
○ How can we help children name what they are doing as writers to keep doing it? 

■ Identifying sounds for gestures 
■ Show excitement for each other’s writing 

○ How can we use open ended questions to help writers reflect on their moves as 
writers? 

■ What were you trying to do as a writer? 
■ How did you do that?  Show me... 


